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(54) DISPLAY SCREEN ASSEMBLY, MANUFACTURING METHOD THEREOF AND ELECTRONIC 
DEVICE

(57) The present disclosure relates to a display
screen assembly (10), an electronic device (100) and a
manufacturing method of the display screen assembly
(10). The display screen assembly (10) includes a brack-
et (12), a display screen (14), a cover plate (16) and a
decoration enclosure (18). The bracket (12) includes a
bottom wall (122) and a side wall (124). The display
screen (14) includes a top surface (144) and a bottom
surface (146) provided on the bottom wall (122). The dis-
play screen (14) and the side wall (124) are located at
two opposite sides of the bottom wall (122) respectively.
The bottom surface (162) of the cover plate (16) is joined
with the top surface (144) of the display screen (14). The
cover plate (16) has a groove (164) at a side wall thereof.
The decoration enclosure (18) includes a first joining part
(182) and a second joining part (184) coupled mutually,
the first joining part (182) is received in the groove (164),
and the second joining part (184) is joined with the side
wall (124) of the bracket (12).
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a technical
field of mobile electronic devices, particularly to a display
screen assembly, an electronic device and a manufac-
turing method of the display screen assembly.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With developments of technologies, smart-
phones are used more and more widely and have more
and more functions, and smartphones have become req-
uisite electronic apparatuses in people’s daily lives. At
present, large-screen smartphones have a larger display
area to meet a user’s requirements for browsing web
pages, reading books, watching videos, playing games
and so on. Hence, the bezel of the smartphone is getting
narrower to increase a screen-to-body ratio so as to im-
prove user experience. However, the narrower the bezels
of the smartphones are, the greater of the difficulties of
assembling a display screen and a cover plate in the
smartphones.

SUMMARY

[0003] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide
a display screen assembly, an electronic device and a
manufacturing method of the display screen assembly.
[0004] According to a first aspect of embodiments of
the present disclosure, there is provided a display screen
assembly. The display screen assembly includes a
bracket, a display screen, a cover plate and a decoration
enclosure. The bracket includes a bottom wall and a side
wall bending from the bottom wall. The display screen
includes a top surface and a bottom surface, the bottom
surface of the display screen is provided on the bottom
wall of the bracket, and the display screen and the side
wall of the bracket are located at two opposite sides of
the bottom wall of the bracket respectively. A bottom sur-
face of the cover plate is joined with the top surface of
the display screen, and the cover plate has a groove at
a side wall thereof. The decoration enclosure includes a
first joining part and a second joining part coupled to each
other, the first joining part is received in the groove, and
the second joining part is joined with the side wall of the
bracket.
[0005] In some embodiments, the second joining part
is joined with the side wall of the bracket by one or a
combination of ones of adhering, screwing, snap and
welding.
[0006] In some embodiments, the bottom surface of
the cover plate is screen-printed with a black-ink edge,
the top surface of the display screen defines a non-dis-
play area, and the black-ink edge shields the non-display
area.
[0007] In some embodiments, the decoration enclo-

sure is joined with the cover plate by means of in-mold
injection molding.
[0008] In some embodiments, the top surface of the
display screen is joined with the bottom surface of the
cover plate in a full lamination manner.
[0009] In some embodiments, the top surface of the
display screen is laminated with the bottom surface of
the cover plate through an optically clear adhesive
(OCA).
[0010] In some embodiments, the bottom surface of
the display screen is joined with the bottom wall of the
bracket in an adhering manner.
[0011] In some embodiments, the cover plate is con-
figured as a touch-screen cover plate.
[0012] In some embodiments, an outer surface of the
decoration enclosure is configured as an arc surface.
[0013] According to a second aspect of embodiments
of the present disclosure, there is provided an electronic
device. The electronic device includes a display screen
assembly according to any embodiment described above
and a rear cover coupled to the display screen assembly.
[0014] In some embodiments, the rear cover is
snapped with the decoration enclosure.
[0015] In some embodiments, the decoration enclo-
sure is provided with a boss at a side thereof, the rear
cover has a groove corresponding to the boss, and the
boss is configured to be snapped into the groove of the
rear cover to couple the rear cover with the decoration
enclosure.
[0016] According to a third aspect of embodiments of
the present disclosure, there is provided a manufacturing
method of a display screen assembly. The manufacturing
method includes:

providing a decoration enclosure, a cover plate, a
display screen and a bracket;
in-mold injection-molding the decoration enclosure
and the cover plate to couple the decoration enclo-
sure to the cover plate fixedly, in which the cover
plate has a groove at a side wall thereof, the deco-
ration enclosure includes a first joining part and a
second joining part coupled to each other, and the
first joining part is received in the groove;
laminating a top surface of the display screen with a
bottom surface of the cover plate fully;
coupling a side wall of the bracket to the decoration
enclosure fixedly, and arranging a bottom wall of the
bracket under the display screen.

[0017] In some embodiments, the top surface of the
display screen is laminated with the bottom surface of
the cover plate through an optically clear adhesive
(OCA).
[0018] In some embodiments, the side wall of the
bracket is joined with the decoration enclosure by one or
a combination of ones of adhering, screwing, snap and
welding.
[0019] In the display screen assembly, the electronic
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device and the manufacturing method of the display
screen assembly according to embodiments of the
present disclosure, since structures of the bracket, the
display screen, the touch screen and the decoration en-
closure of the display screen assembly are designed rea-
sonably, it is possible to assemble the display screen and
the cover plate in the electronic device when a peripheral
bezel of the electronic device is extremely narrow, there-
by solving a problem of assembling difficulties resulted
from the extremely narrow bezel of the electronic device.
Thus, the extremely narrow bezel is achieved, a screen-
to-body ratio is increased, and the user experience is
improved.
[0020] Additional aspects and advantages of embodi-
ments of the present disclosure will be given in part in
the following descriptions, become apparent in part from
the following descriptions, or be learned from the practice
of the embodiments of the present disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021] These and other aspects and advantages of
embodiments of the present disclosure will become ap-
parent and readily appreciated from descriptions made
with reference to following drawings.

Fig. 1 illustrates a plan view of an electronic device
according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure.
Fig. 2 illustrates a sectional view of the electronic
device taken along line A-A and/or line B-B in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 illustrates a flow chart of a manufacturing meth-
od of a display screen assembly according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] Embodiments of the present disclosure will be
described in detail and examples of the embodiments
will be illustrated in the drawings, where same or similar
reference numerals are used to indicate same or similar
members or members with same or similar functions. The
embodiments described herein with reference to draw-
ings are explanatory, illustrative, and used to generally
understand the present disclosure. The embodiments
shall not be construed to limit the present disclosure.
[0023] In the specification, it is to be understood that
terms such as "central", "longitudinal", "lateral", "length",
"width", "thickness", "upper", "lower", "front", "rear", "left",
"right", "vertical", "horizontal", "top", "bottom", "inner",
"outer", "clockwise" and "counterclockwise" should be
construed to refer to the orientation as then described or
as shown in the drawings under discussion. These rela-
tive terms are for convenience of description and do not
require that the present disclosure be constructed or op-
erated in a particular orientation. In addition, terms such
as "first" and "second" are used herein for purposes of
description and are not intended to indicate or imply rel-

ative importance or significance. Thus, features limited
by "first" and "second" are intended to indicate or imply
including one or more than one these features. In the
description of the present disclosure, "a plurality of"
means two or more than two, unless specified otherwise.
[0024] In the present disclosure, unless specified or
limited otherwise, the terms "mounted", "connected",
"coupled", "fixed" and the like are used broadly, and can
be, for example, fixed connections, detachable connec-
tions, or integral connections; can also be mechanical or
electrical connections; can also be direct connections or
indirect connections via intervening structures; can also
be inner communications of two elements. The above
terms can be understood by those skilled in the art ac-
cording to specific situations.
[0025] In the description of the present disclosure, a
structure in which a first feature is "on" a second feature
can include an embodiment in which the first feature di-
rectly contacts the second feature, and can also include
an embodiment in which an additional feature is formed
between the first feature and the second feature, so that
the first feature does not directly contact the second fea-
ture, unless otherwise specified. Furthermore, a first fea-
ture "on", "above" or "on top of’ a second feature can
include an embodiment in which the first feature is
right "on", "above" or "on top of" the second feature, and
can also include an embodiment in which the first feature
is not right "on", "above" or "on top of" the second fea-
ture, or just means that the first feature has a sea level
elevation larger than the sea level elevation of the second
feature. While first feature "beneath", "below" or "on bot-
tom of" a second feature can include an embodiment in
which the first feature is right "beneath", "below" or "on
bottom of" the second feature, and can also include an
embodiment in which the first feature is not
right "beneath", "below" or "on bottom of" the second
feature, or just means that the first feature has a sea level
elevation smaller than the sea level elevation of the sec-
ond feature.
[0026] The following disclosure provides many differ-
ent embodiments or examples to realize different struc-
tures of the present disclosure. To simplify the disclosure
of the present disclosure, components and configura-
tions in particular examples are elaborated. Of course,
they are illustrative, and are not intended to limit the
present disclosure. Moreover, reference numbers and/or
letters can be repeated in different examples of the
present disclosure for the purpose of simplicity and clar-
ity, which shall not be constructed to indicate the rela-
tionships among various embodiments and/or configu-
rations. In addition, the present disclosure provides ex-
amples of various specific processes and materials, but
applicability of other processes and/or utilization of other
materials are conceivable for those skilled in the art.
[0027] As illustrated in Figs. 1 and Fig. 2, an electronic
device 100 according to embodiments of the present dis-
closure includes a display screen assembly 10, and a
rear cover 20. The electronic device 100 can be a mobile
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phone, a tablet computer, a smart watch or the like.
[0028] In some embodiments, the display screen as-
sembly 10 is configured to display images, texts and so
on. Moreover, the display screen assembly 10 can also
be configured to receive a touch operation of a user. The
display screen assembly 10 includes a bracket 12, a dis-
play screen 14, a cover plate 16 and a decoration enclo-
sure 18.
[0029] The bracket 12 includes a bottom wall 122 and
a side wall 124 bending from the bottom wall 122. In
embodiments of the present disclosure, the bottom wall
122 and the side wall 124 are perpendicular to each other,
and four side walls 124 are provided, in other words, the
side walls 124 extend from four sides of the bottom wall
122 respectively. In other embodiments, the bottom wall
122 may not be perpendicular to the side wall 124. The
bracket 12 can be made of metal materials, such as steel,
aluminum alloy, or magnesium alloy. The bracket 12 can
also be made of nonmetal materials, such as acrylonitrile-
butadiene-styrene copolymer (ABS), polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) or polycarbonate (PC). The material of the bracket
12 is not limited to the materials mentioned above, and
an appropriate material can be selected according to re-
quirements in a practical application.
[0030] The display screen 14 includes a top surface
144 and a bottom surface 146. The bottom surface 146
of the display screen 14 is provided on the bottom wall
122 of the bracket 12, and the bottom surface 146 of the
display screen 14 can be joined to the bottom wall 122
in an adhering manner. In some embodiments of the
present disclosure, a layer of foam adhesive or double
sided adhesive can be padded between the bottom sur-
face 146 of the display screen 14 and the bottom wall
122 of the bracket 12 according to requirements. In some
embodiments of the present disclosure, a gap can be
retained between the bottom surface 146 of the display
screen 14 and the bottom wall 122 of the bracket 12 to
provide a buffering space so as to protect the display
screen 14 when encountering a collision. The display
screen 14 and the side wall 124 are located at two op-
posite sides of the bottom wall 122 respectively. The dis-
play screen 14 can be configured as a liquid crystal dis-
play (LCD), an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) dis-
play screen or a flexible OLED display screen. The dis-
play screen 14 includes a display area 141 and a non-
display area 142, and the display area 141 is configured
to achieve a function of the display screen assembly 10
for displaying images, texts and the like.
[0031] The cover plate 16 is provided on the display
screen 14. The bottom surface 162 of the cover plate 16
and the top surface 144 of the display screen 14 can be
joined in a full lamination manner. In some embodiments
of the present disclosure, the bottom surface 162 of the
cover plate 16 and the top surface 144 of the display
screen 16 can be laminated by means of an optically
clear adhesive (OCA). The cover plate 16 is configured
as a touch-screen cover plate. In other words, a touch
control circuit of a touch screen is integrated in the cover

plate 16, and a touch control function can be achieved
by clicking the cover plate 16. The cover plate 16 can be
made of materials such as glass, sapphire, or polyvinyl
chloride (PVC), etc. In some embodiments, the cover
plate 16 is configured to have two layers of structures,
namely a touch panel and a protection cover sheet pro-
vided on the touch panel. The touch panel includes the
touch control circuit of the touch screen and is configured
to achieve the touch operation of the display screen as-
sembly 10, and the protection cover sheet is configured
to protect the touch panel from being damaged due to
direct touch operations on the touch panel. In other
words, the cover plate 16 serves as the touch screen with
better protection thereof. The cover plate 16 has a groove
164 at a side wall thereof. In some embodiments of the
present disclosure, the groove 164 is configured to have
a stepped shape. In other embodiments, the groove 164
can also be configured to have a recessed shape. The
shape of the groove 164 is not limited herein. The bottom
surface 162 of the cover plate 16 is screen-printed with
a circle of black-ink edge at a periphery thereof, so as to
shield the non-display area 142 and other internal struc-
tures.
[0032] The decoration enclosure 18 includes a first
joining part 182 and a second joining part 184 coupled
to each other. The first joining part 182 is received in the
groove 164. In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the first joining part 182 is snapped in the groove
164, and the decoration enclosure 18 is joined with the
cover plate 16 as a whole by in-mold injection molding.
In some embodiments of the present disclosure, the first
joining part 182 is configured to have a stepped shape
matched the shape of the groove 164. In other embodi-
ments, the first joining part 182 can also be configured
to have another shape matched the shape of the groove
164, as long as the first joining part 182 can be fitted with
and coupled to the groove 164. The second joining part
184 is joined with the side wall 124. In embodiments of
the present disclosure, the second joining part 184 has
a threaded hole 1842 at an inner side thereof, the side
wall 124 has a coupling through-hole 1242 at a position
corresponding to the threaded hole 1842, the coupling
through-hole 1242 is threaded and the second joining
part 184 is joined to the side wall 124 through a screw
1844. In some embodiments of the present disclosure,
the screw 1844 passes through the coupling through-
hole 1242 and is screwed into the threaded hole 1842 of
the second joining part 184 so as to fasten the second
joining part 184 with the side wall 124. In other embodi-
ments, the second joining part 184 can be joined with the
side wall 124 by one or a combination of several ones of
adhering, screwing, snapping and welding. In some em-
bodiments, the second joining part 184 can be joined with
the side wall 124 by selecting an appropriate coupling
manner according to practical requirements. The cou-
pling manner between the second joining part 184 and
the side wall 124 is not limited herein. An outer wall 188
of the decoration enclosure 18 is configured to have an
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arc shape. In other embodiments, the outer wall 188 of
the decoration enclosure 18 is not limited to having the
arc shape, but can also be configured to have other
shapes. In some embodiments of the present disclosure,
the decoration enclosure 18 surrounds a periphery of the
cover plate 16.
[0033] The rear cover 20 is snapped with the decora-
tion enclosure 18. In some embodiments of the present
disclosure, the decoration enclosure 18 is provided with
a boss 186 at a side of the decoration enclosure 18 op-
posite to the threaded hole 1842, the rear cover 20 has
a groove 22 corresponding to the boss 186, and the boss
186 is snapped into the groove 22 to couple the rear
cover 20 with the decoration enclosure 18.
[0034] During assembling the display screen assembly
10 according to embodiments of the present disclosure,
first, the decoration enclosure 18 is joined with the cover
plate 16 as a whole by in-mold injection molding, and the
first joining part 182 is received in the groove 164. Then,
the bottom surface 162 of the cover plate 16 is fully lam-
inated with the top surface 144 of the display screen 16
through the optically clear adhesive (OCA), so that the
decoration enclosure 18, the cover plate 16 and the top
surface 144 of the display screen 14 are coupled togeth-
er. Finally, the bracket 12 is joined with the decoration
enclosure 18, the side wall 124 of the bracket 12 is se-
cured to the second joining part 184 of the decoration
enclosure 18, and the bottom surface 146 of the display
screen 14 is provided on the bottom wall 122 of the brack-
et 12. Thus, the display screen assembly 10 is formed.
[0035] In the display screen assembly 10 and the elec-
tronic device 100 according to embodiments of the
present disclosure, since structures of the bracket 12,
the display screen 14, the cover plate 16 and the deco-
ration enclosure 18 of the display screen assembly 10
are designed reasonably, it is possible to assemble the
display screen 14 and the cover plate 16 in the electronic
device when a peripheral bezel of the electronic device
100 is extremely narrow, thereby solving a problem of
assembling difficulties resulted from the extremely nar-
row bezel of the electronic device 100. Thus, the extreme-
ly narrow bezel is achieved, a screen-to-body ratio is in-
creased, and hence user experience is improved. The
display screen assembly 10 and the electronic device
100 according to embodiments of the present disclosure
have a simple structure and an easy assembling process,
which facilitates improving the production efficiency and
saving the production cost.
[0036] Further, the decoration enclosure 18 is coupled
with the cover plate 16 as a whole by in-mold injection
molding, and the first joining part 182 is received in the
groove 164. This molding manner allows the decoration
enclosure 18 to be fitted with the cover plate 16 better,
and the groove 164 having the stepped shape allows the
decoration enclosure 18 to fix the cover plate 16 in the
electronic device 100 more stably. Moreover, the first
joining part 182 is received in the groove 164 having the
stepped shape, so that the first joining part 182 covers

part of the black-ink edge of the cover plate 16, thereby
reducing a width of the black-ink edge. When the user
uses the electronic device 100, the black-ink edge seen
by the user is narrower and more artistic, thus improving
the user experience.
[0037] As illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, a manufacturing
method according to embodiments of the present disclo-
sure is configured to manufacture a display screen as-
sembly 10. The manufacturing method includes actions
at following blocks.
[0038] At block S11: a decoration enclosure 18, a cover
plate 16, a display screen 14 and a bracket 12 are pro-
vided.
[0039] At block S12: the decoration enclosure 18 and
the cover plate 16 are in-mold injection-molded to couple
the decoration enclosure 18 to the cover plate 16 fixedly,
in which the cover plate 16 has a groove 164 at a side
wall thereof, the decoration enclosure 18 includes a first
joining part 182 and a second joining part 184 coupled
to each other, and the first joining part 182 is received in
the groove 164.
[0040] At block S 13: a top surface 144 of the display
screen 14 is fully laminated with a bottom surface 162 of
the cover plate 16.
[0041] At block S14: a side wall 124 of the bracket 12
is coupled to the decoration enclosure 18 fixedly, and a
bottom wall 122 of the bracket 12 is arranged under the
display screen 14.
[0042] The bracket 12 includes the bottom wall 122
and a side wall 124 bending from the bottom wall 122.
In embodiments of the present disclosure, the bottom
wall 122 and the side wall 124 are perpendicular to each
other, and four side walls 124 are provided, in other
words, the side walls 124 extend from four sides of the
bottom wall 122 respectively. In other embodiments, the
bottom wall 122 may not be perpendicular to the side
wall 124. The bracket 12 can be made of metal materials,
such as steel, aluminum alloy, and magnesium alloy. The
bracket 12 can also be made of nonmetal materials, such
as acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene copolymer (ABS), pol-
yvinyl chloride (PVC), or polycarbonate (PC). The mate-
rial of the bracket 12 is not limited to the materials men-
tioned above, and an appropriate material can be select-
ed according to requirements in a practical application.
[0043] The display screen 14 includes the top surface
144 and a bottom surface 146. The bottom surface 146
of the display screen 14 is provided on the bottom wall
122 of the bracket 12, and the bottom surface 146 of the
display screen 14 can be joined to the bottom wall 122
in an adhering manner. In some embodiments of the
present disclosure, a layer of foam adhesive or double
sided adhesive can be padded between the bottom sur-
face 146 of the display screen 14 and the bottom wall
122 of the bracket 12 according to requirements. In some
embodiments of the present disclosure, a gap can also
be retained between the bottom surface 146 of the dis-
play screen 14 and the bottom wall 122 of the bracket 12
to provide a buffering space so as to protect the display
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screen 14 when encountering a collision. The display
screen 14 and the side wall 124 are located at two op-
posite sides of the bottom wall 122 respectively. The dis-
play screen 14 can be configured as a liquid crystal dis-
play (LCD), an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) dis-
play screen or a flexible OLED display screen. The dis-
play screen 14 includes a display area 141 and a non-
display area 142, and the display area 141 is configured
to achieve a function of the display screen assembly 10
for displaying images, texts and the like.
[0044] The cover plate 16 is provided on the display
screen 14. The bottom surface 162 of the cover plate 16
and the top surface 144 of the display screen 14 can be
laminated by means of an optically clear adhesive (OCA).
The cover plate 16 is configured as a touch-screen cover
plate. In other words, a touch control circuit of a touch
screen is integrated in the cover plate 16, and a touch
control function can be achieved by clicking the cover
plate 16. The cover plate 16 can be made of materials
such as glass, sapphire, or polyvinyl chloride (PVC), etc.
In some embodiments, the cover plate 16 is configured
to have two layers of structures, namely a touch panel
and a protection cover sheet provided on the touch panel.
The touch panel is configured to achieve the touch op-
eration of the display screen assembly 10, and the pro-
tection cover sheet is configured to protect the touch pan-
el from being damaged due to direct touch operations on
the touch panel. The cover plate 16 has a groove 164 at
a side wall thereof. In some embodiments of the present
disclosure, the groove 164 is configured to have a
stepped shape. In other embodiments, the groove 164
can also be configured to have a recessed shape. The
shape of the groove 164 is not limited herein. The bottom
surface 162 of the cover plate 16 is screen-printed with
a circle of black-ink edge at a periphery thereof, so as to
shield the non-display area 142 and other internal struc-
tures.
[0045] The decoration enclosure 18 includes the first
joining part 182 and the second joining part 184 coupled
to each other. The first joining part 182 is received in the
groove 164. In at least one embodiment, the first joining
part 182 is snapped in the groove 164. In some embod-
iments of the present disclosure, the first joining part 182
is configured to have a stepped shape matched the shape
of the groove 164. In other embodiments, the first joining
part 182 can also be configured have another shape
matched the shape of the groove 164, as long as the first
joining part 182 can be fitted with and coupled to the
groove 164. The second joining part 184 is joined with
the side wall 124. In embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the second joining part 184 has a threaded hole
1842 at an inner side thereof, the side wall 124 has a
coupling through-hole 1242 at a position corresponding
to the threaded hole 1842, the coupling through-hole
1242 is threaded and the second joining part 184 is cou-
pled to the side wall 124 through a screw 1844. In some
embodiments of the present disclosure, the screw 1844
passes through the coupling through-hole 1242 and is

screwed into the threaded hole 1842 of the second joining
part 184 so as to fasten the second joining part 184 with
the side wall 124. In other embodiments, the second join-
ing part 184 can be joined with the side wall 124 by one
or a combination of several ones of adhering, screwing,
snapping and welding. In some embodiments, the sec-
ond joining part 184 can be joined with the side wall 124
by selecting an appropriate coupling manner according
to practical requirements. The coupling manner between
the second joining part 184 and the side wall 124 is not
limited herein. An outer wall 188 of the decoration enclo-
sure 18 is configured to have an arc shape. In other em-
bodiments, the outer wall 188 of the decoration enclosure
18 is not limited to having the arc shape, but can also be
configured to have other shapes. In some embodiments
of the present disclosure, the decoration enclosure 18
surrounds a periphery of the cover plate 16.
[0046] In the display screen assembly 10 manufac-
tured by the manufacturing method according to embod-
iments of the present disclosure, since structures of the
bracket 12, the display screen 14, the cover plate 16 and
the decoration enclosure 18 of the display screen assem-
bly 10 are designed reasonably, it is possible to assemble
the display screen 14 and the cover plate 16 in the elec-
tronic device 100 when a peripheral bezel of the elec-
tronic device 100 is extremely narrow, thereby solving a
problem of assembling difficulties resulted from the ex-
tremely narrow bezel of the electronic device 100. Thus,
the extremely narrow bezel is achieved, a screen-to-body
ratio is increased, and hence the user experience is im-
proved. The display screen assembly 10 and the elec-
tronic device 100 according to embodiments of the
present disclosure have a simple structure and an easy
assembling process, which facilitates improving the pro-
duction efficiency and saving the production cost.
[0047] Further, the decoration enclosure 18 is joined
with the cover plate 16 as a whole by in-mold injection
molding, and the first joining part 182 is received in the
groove 164. This molding manner allows the decoration
enclosure 18 to be fitted with cover plate 16 better, and
the groove 164 having the stepped shape allows the dec-
oration enclosure 18 to fix the cover plate 16 in the elec-
tronic device 100 more stably. Moreover, the first joining
part 182 is received in the groove 164 having the stepped
shape, so that the first joining part 182 covers part of the
black-ink edge of the cover plate 16, thereby reducing a
width of the black-ink edge. When the user uses the elec-
tronic device 100, the black-ink edge seen by the user is
narrower and more artistic, thus improving the user ex-
perience.
[0048] Reference throughout this specification to "an
embodiment", "some embodiments", "an illustrative em-
bodiment", "an example", "a specific example" or "some
examples" means that a particular feature, structure, ma-
terial, or characteristic described in connection with the
embodiment or example is included in at least one em-
bodiment or example of the present disclosure. Thus, the
appearances of the phrases in various places throughout
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this specification are not necessarily referring to the same
embodiment or example of the present disclosure. Fur-
thermore, the particular features, structures, materials,
or characteristics can be combined in any suitable man-
ner in one or more embodiments or examples.
[0049] In addition, terms such as "first" and "second"
are used herein for purposes of description and are not
intended to indicate or imply relative importance or sig-
nificance. Thus, the feature defined with "first" and "sec-
ond" can comprise one or more of this feature. In the
description of the present disclosure, "a plurality of"
means two or more than two, unless specified otherwise.
[0050] Although explanatory embodiments have been
shown and described, it would be appreciated by those
skilled in the art that the above embodiments cannot be
construed to limit the present disclosure, and changes,
alternatives, and modifications can be made in the em-
bodiments without departing from principles and scope
of the present disclosure. The scope of the present dis-
closure is limited by the claims and its equivalence.

Claims

1. A display screen assembly (10), comprising:

a bracket (12) having a bottom wall (122) and a
side wall (124) bending from the bottom wall
(122);
a display screen (14) having a top surface (144)
and a bottom surface (146), the bottom surface
(146) of the display screen (14) being provided
on the bottom wall (122) of the bracket (12), and
the display screen (14) and the side wall (124)
of the bracket (12) being arranged at two oppo-
site sides of the bottom wall (122) of the bracket
(12) respectively;
a cover plate (16) having a bottom surface (162)
joined with the top surface (144) of the display
screen (14), and the cover plate (16) having a
groove (164) at a side wall thereof; and
a decoration enclosure (18) comprising a first
joining part (182) and a second joining part (184)
coupled to each other, the first joining part (182)
being received in the groove (164), and the sec-
ond joining part (184) being joined to the side
wall (124) of the bracket (12).

2. The display screen assembly (10) according to claim
1, wherein the second joining part (184) is joined with
the side wall (124) of the bracket (12) by one or a
combination of ones of adhering, screwing, snapping
and welding.

3. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 or 2, wherein the bottom surface
(162) of the cover plate (16) is screen-printed with a
black-ink edge, the top surface (144) of the display

screen (14) defines a non-display area (142), and
the black-ink edge shields the non-display area
(142).

4. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the decoration enclo-
sure (18) is joined with the cover plate (16) by means
of in-mold injection molding.

5. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the top surface (144)
of the display screen (14) is joined with the bottom
surface (162) of the cover plate (16) in a full lamina-
tion manner.

6. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the top surface (144)
of the display screen (14) is laminated with the bot-
tom surface (162) of the cover plate (16) through an
optically clear adhesive (OCA).

7. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the bottom surface (146)
of the display screen (14) is joined with the bottom
wall (122) of the bracket (12) in an adhering manner.

8. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the cover plate (16) is
configured as a touch-screen cover plate.

9. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 to 8, wherein an outer surface of the
decoration enclosure (18) is configured as an arc
surface.

10. An electronic device (100), comprising a display
screen assembly (10) according to any one of claims
1 to 9 and a rear cover (20) coupled to the display
screen assembly (10).

11. The electronic device (100) according to claim 10,
wherein the rear cover (20) is snapped with the dec-
oration enclosure (18).

12. The electronic device (100) according to one of
claims 10 or 11, wherein the decoration enclosure
(18) is provided with a boss (186) at a side thereof,
the rear cover (20) has a groove (22) corresponding
to the boss (186), and the boss (186) is configured
to be snapped into the groove (22) of the rear cover
(20) to couple the rear cover (20) with the decoration
enclosure (18).

13. A manufacturing method for manufacturing a display
screen assembly, comprising:

providing a decoration enclosure, a cover plate,
a display screen and a bracket;
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in-mold injection-molding the decoration enclo-
sure and the cover plate to couple the decoration
enclosure to the cover plate fixedly, the cover
plate having a groove at a side wall thereof, the
decoration enclosure comprising a first joining
part and a second joining part coupled to each
other, and the first joining part being received in
the groove;
laminating a top surface of the display screen
with a bottom surface of the cover plate fully; and
coupling a side wall of the bracket to the deco-
ration enclosure fixedly, and arranging a bottom
wall of the bracket under the display screen.

14. The manufacturing method according to claim 13,
wherein the top surface of the display screen is lam-
inated with the bottom surface of the cover plate
through an optically clear adhesive (OCA).

15. The manufacturing method according to one of
claims 13 or 14, wherein the side wall of the bracket
is joined with the decoration enclosure by one or a
combination of ones of adhering, screwing, snapping
and welding.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. A display screen assembly (10), comprising:

a bracket (12) having a bottom wall (122) and a
side wall (124) bending from the bottom wall
(122);
a display screen (14) having a top surface (144)
and a bottom surface (146), the bottom surface
(146) of the display screen (14) being provided
on the bottom wall (122) of the bracket (12), and
the display screen (14) and the side wall (124)
of the bracket (12) being arranged at two oppo-
site sides of the bottom wall (122) of the bracket
(12) respectively;
a cover plate (16) having a bottom surface (162)
joined with the top surface (144) of the display
screen (14), and the cover plate (16) having a
groove (164) at a side wall thereof; and
a decoration enclosure (18) comprising a first
joining part (182) and a second joining part (184)
coupled to each other, the first joining part (182)
being received in the groove (164), and the sec-
ond joining part (184) being joined to the side
wall (124) of the bracket (12).

2. The display screen assembly (10) according to claim
1, wherein the second joining part (184) is joined with
the side wall (124) of the bracket (12) by one or a
combination of ones of adhering, screwing, snapping
and welding.

3. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 or 2, wherein the bottom surface
(162) of the cover plate (16) is screen-printed with a
black-ink edge, the top surface (144) of the display
screen (14) defines a non-display area (142), and
the black-ink edge shields the non-display area
(142).

4. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the decoration enclo-
sure (18) is joined with the cover plate (16) by means
of in-mold injection molding.

5. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the top surface (144)
of the display screen (14) is joined with the bottom
surface (162) of the cover plate (16) in a full lamina-
tion manner.

6. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the top surface (144)
of the display screen (14) is laminated with the bot-
tom surface (162) of the cover plate (16) through an
optically clear adhesive.

7. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the bottom surface (146)
of the display screen (14) is joined with the bottom
wall (122) of the bracket (12) in an adhering manner.

8. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the cover plate (16) is
configured as a touch-screen cover plate.

9. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 to 8, wherein an outer surface of the
decoration enclosure (18) is configured as an arc
surface.

10. The display screen assembly (10) according to any
one of claims 1 to 9, wherein the side wall (124) of
the bracket (12) bends downwards from the bottom
wall (122) of the bracket (12).

11. An electronic device (100), comprising a display
screen assembly (10) according to any one of claims
1 to 10 and a rear cover (20) coupled to the display
screen assembly (10).

12. The electronic device (100) according to claim 11,
wherein the rear cover (20) is snapped with the dec-
oration enclosure (18).

13. The electronic device (100) according to one of
claims 11 or 12, wherein the decoration enclosure
(18) is provided with a boss (186) at a side thereof,
the rear cover (20) has a groove (22) corresponding
to the boss (186), and the boss (186) is configured
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to be snapped into the groove (22) of the rear cover
(20) to couple the rear cover (20) with the decoration
enclosure (18).

14. A manufacturing method for manufacturing a display
screen assembly, comprising:

providing a decoration enclosure, a cover plate,
a display screen and a bracket;
in-mold injection-molding the decoration enclo-
sure and the cover plate to couple the decoration
enclosure to the cover plate fixedly, the cover
plate having a groove at a side wall thereof, the
decoration enclosure comprising a first joining
part and a second joining part coupled to each
other, and the first joining part being received in
the groove;
laminating a top surface of the display screen
with a bottom surface of the cover plate fully; and
coupling a side wall of the bracket to the deco-
ration enclosure fixedly, and arranging a bottom
wall of the bracket under the display screen.

15. The manufacturing method according to claim 14,
wherein the top surface of the display screen is lam-
inated with the bottom surface of the cover plate
through an optically clear adhesive.

16. The manufacturing method according to one of
claims 14 or 15, wherein the side wall of the bracket
is joined with the decoration enclosure by one or a
combination of ones of adhering, screwing, snapping
and welding.
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